
S U P E R W A S H  W O O L

Superwash wool is wool that's been treated

to prevent it from felting (either by

removing the little scales on the shaft of

the fiber, or by coating the fiber with a sort

of polymer). The superwash process makes

it smooth and soft - and allows the wool to

take on vibrant color. 

 

Superwash yarns are excellent for those

who are sensitive to the "itchiness"

associated with untreated wool. Many who

think they're allergic to wool are actually

just bothered by the itchiness, and will

often respond well to superwash wool,

instead.
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K E E P  T H I S  I N  M I N D

Superwash yarn will also grow in the arms

and upper body, which means that if you

try the sweater on partway through the

process (which I do recommend), it may

feel a bit smaller than you want it to be. 

 

That's a good thing. 

 

It means you're on the right track for fit,

and that - when properly blocked - the

fiber will relax and fit beautifully.

 

Keep in mind, too, that some designs rely

on the characteristics of superwash yarn to

really highlight the features or texture of

the pattern. An example of this is my

design Whiskey & Rye, which is a garter

stitch pullover designed for superwash

yarn. As you knit, it will seem quite small

because of the way garter stitch

compresses the rows. But - when properly

blocked - the fibers relax to create a

comfortable fit.

 

Important Note:

Just because wool has been treated in a

superwash process doesn't mean it's

completely immune to shrinkage or slight

felting if washed and dried on a regular

cycle. While it will not completely felt/full

the way regular wool will, it may still lose

integrity and shrink slightly if washed with

regular laundry. Even though it's washable,

I recommend hand washing your knits.

 

 

 

 

Best Sweater Ever

T H I N G S  T O  W A T C H  F O R

If a pattern is designed for superwash wool

(or a superwash blend), it is designed to

anticipate the way the fiber will grow when

it's blocked. This means the pattern will

instruct you to knit to a measurement that

may seem a bit shorter than you want,

because the designer has forged the path

ahead of you and is helping you plan for

the growth to come.

 

I like to tell knitters that a superwash

sweater should feel a bit too short before

you block it; if it's the perfect length
before you block it, it'll be too long later.
Keep this in mind, and trust the pattern

when it suggests a recommended length

for the body and sleeves. 

 



N O N - S U P E R W A S H  W O O L

Non-superwash wool is wool in a more

natural state that is susceptible to felting

(or fulling) if washed and dried. 

 

Non-superwash wool has a more earthy,

natural look, and can range in "itchiness"

from quite soft and smooth, to rough and

scratchy. 

 

You'll likely notice that non-superwash

wool takes on dye in a more subtle way, so

the colors are generally less vibrant than

you'll see in superwash wool. 

 

But what it lacks in vibrant color, it makes

up for in the way it forgives your stitches

and lasts over time. 
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K E E P  T H I S  I N  M I N D

If non-superwash wool is combined with

another fiber like silk, it can behave a bit

more like superwash wool when it comes

to growth (with blocking). While it will not

grow quite as much as superwash wool,

the addition of silk will result in slightly

more growth than wool without silk.

 

Every time two or more fibers are

combined in a yarn you'll see slight

variations in how the fiber will behave. As

you work with the same yarns over and

over, you'll become familiar with what the

yarn will do in various garments and will be

able to choose wisely when deciding how

best to use it as a substitute. 

 

When working with a new (to you) yarn, do

a bit of extra swatching to get to know it

better before you dive in (this goes for

superwash yarns, too).

 

Want to learn more about yarn? Clara
Parkes has two great books called The
Knitters Book of Yarn and The Knitters
Book of Wool - both are excellent
resources to help you understand how
fiber behaves. You can find them wherever
books are sold. 
 

 

Best Sweater Ever

T H I N G S  T O  W A T C H  F O R

Untreated wool is generally pretty

predictable when it comes to what it will

do in a sweater. Though it will relax a bit

with proper blocking, you won't see

significant growth the way you'll see in

superwash wool. 

 

With this in mind, a pattern that's designed

for non-superwash wool will have you

knitting to a longer length in the body and

sleeves than the same sweater knit in a

superwash yarn. The designer will be

anticipating this in the way they've written

the pattern, so if you need or want more

length, you're safer adding it in a non-

superwash wool. 

 


